
INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT



FEATURES

Automated orders
Order quantities based on 
forecast
Vendor selection
Maximises buying deals
Proven time savings
Comprehensive Business 
Intelligence reporting

Make informed inventory decisions
Minimise out of stocks
Maximise the best NIS
Reduce inventory costs 
Control your Gross Profit margins
Integration with planograms
Suitable for all ordering channels
Compatible with all major 
wholesalers

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY AND 
EFFECTIVE USE OF 
RESOURCES!

I N V E N T O R Y  
M A N A G E M E N T  S Y S T E M



 

Buy-IT-Right    is an inventory management system that has been 

developed and tailored to address the intricacies of the pharmacy 

industry.

 

 

A key practical function of the software is its ability to generate pre-

scheduled orders on a set basis with order quantities determined based 

on a forecast, thus improving productivity and efficiencies. 

 

 

The core benefits of the software stem from its sophisticated algorithms 

that take into consideration the cost-effectiveness of the order based on 

various factors such as:

 

1. Range deals

2. Individual deals

3. Order cut-off times

4. Preferred wholesalers

5. Minimum spend

TM

       DO YOU NEED HELP MANAGING STOCK?

       ARE YOU WASTING TOO MUCH TIME DOING ORDERS?

6. Number of orders

7. Order channels

8. Direct suppliers

9. Forecast

10. Facings

       FINDING IT HARD TO KEEP UP WITH ORDER CONSTRAINTS?



 

Buy-IT-Right    has the ability to create several types of orders that are 

automatically generated to match each vendor's method of receiving 

orders, such as:

       AUTOMATED ORDERS
TM

Turnover Orders

Email Orders

PharmX Orders



 

Buy-IT-Right    integrates with various existing and 

proven retail platforms, therefore it delivers a 

coordinated approach to your inventory 

management from start to finish.

       INTEGRATED SOLUTION

Buy-IT-Right    uses your pharmacy's own data on 

stock range and planogram, as well as real time 

data from your pharmacy's daily overall stock 

usage to automate orders.

 

All of your business intelligence is housed in a 

secure data warehouse which completes the 

feedback loop and provides you with detailed 

business performance reports.

TM

TM



 

Buy-IT-Right    allows you to closely observe your business performance 

through detailed reports, which in turn assists you in making informed 

decisions based on your own data.

HELPING YOU MAKE INFORMED BUSINESS DECISIONS

TM

With inventory being one of the biggest assets in a pharmacy setting, 

you should feel confident that your inventory is managed more closely 

and the automated processes drive productivity and efficiency in the 

long-term.
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